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A: NOTE: Below are the notes that I made while solving this issue. I might
have missed some points but this might help someone. The path you provide

is only a pointer, not a complete path and as such it will point to some
random place in the disk and the OS probably won't be able to find that
random directory, unless you add it to your environment variables. (And

even if it was available in the environment, do you know what are the sizes
of the random directories that are on your PC? they can't all be the size of

the size of your working directory plus some other garbage!) Also, you try to
load a file with the full path as a filename, which also won't work: char *str =
"FF_MAY.pdf"; // WON'T WORK char *str = "..\..\ff_may.pdf"; // WON'T WORK

char *str = "C:\Users\ShitBox\Desktop\FF_MAY.pdf"; // WON'T WORK You
need to use a file descriptor (which is an integer), possibly obtained by the

function open. You must only open the file as read-only, so no writing
operations will be affected. As such, you can't use fread or fwrite functions

directly. You need to use their FILE* equivalent, which is: FILE* f =
fopen("C:\Users\ShitBox\Desktop\FF_MAY.pdf", "r"); // FILE is just a wrapper
for an int fread(ptr, sizeof(int), 4, f); // Read an int fclose(f); // Close the file

descriptor The variable ptr contains the integer value that you read from file.
You probably have to follow all of the above in a loop. Something like this:
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FILE* f = fopen("C:\Users\ShitBox\Desktop\FF_MAY.pdf", "r"); // FILE is just a
wrapper for an int int value; fread(&value, sizeof(int), 1, f); // Read an int
fclose(f); // Close the file descriptor int v1 = value; // value contains the

integer value from the file fopen("C:\Users\ShitBox\Desktop\FF_MAY.pdf",
"w"); // Open a new file for writing printf("Value of c6a93da74d
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